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HIERARCHICAL DYNAMIC RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
AS A BASIS FOR MACHINE LEARNING

Candice Clark

Abstract - Machine learning is a scientific field concerned with designing algorithms
capable of first learning then adapting to an environment. Despite many successes enjoyed by
machine learning, tlle field appears to have stu~nbledsignificantly in recent years. Conventional
approaches - also known as "shallow" approaches - are difficult to scale, highly dependent on
application area, and often fail to retain necessary infor~nationfor accurate pattern identification.
In the new field of deeply layered machine learning, one exceptionally appealing deep
learning architecture is the hierarchical dynamic recurrent neural network (HDRNN). I11 this
paper, we test whether the relatively low-dimensional output of a trained HDRNN is sufficient to
discriminate between complex images by training and testing a system consisting of an HDRNN
coupled with a feedforward neural network classifier. The outco~nesof our experiments suggest
that tlie concept of HDRNN ~nachinelearning holds great promise for successfi~llycreating lowdimensional models of high-dimensional data, even in the presence of a relatively high level of
noise. Since tlle HDRNN approach is known to be independent of input type, we interpret our
results as proof-of-concept for the HDRNN approach to lnaclline learning.

Machine learning is a scientific field concerned with designing algorithms capable of first learning
then adapting to an environment. In a typical machine learning system, a network guided by one of these
algorithms takes in a set of examples from several different classification categories. It performs a feature
extraction process during which there is a reduction in the dimensionality of the input data. This reduced
set - which is assumed sufficient for classification of the data - is then fed through a classifier that decides
to which category a new example belongs.
Despite many successes enjoyed by machine learning, the field appears to have stumbled
significantly in recent years. Conventional approaches - also known as "shallow" approaches - are
difficult to scale, highly dependent on application area, and often fail to retain necessary information for
accurate pattern identification. In addition, it is necessary to fine-tune algoritluns for each specific task.
Image classification - even that which is relatively unchallenging for a trained expert - has been a
constant challenge for such shallow approaches. The main difficulty has been the noise that is inherently
present in imagery. Traditional processing techniques - like thresholding and template matching perform poorly on input streams with a high degree of noise content. These techniques are vulnerable to
even small changes in the input stream. Filtering, another popular technique, often eliminates either too
much detail or not enough noise from the input information.
Deeply layered machine learning is a new field that developed out of the need to overcome the
inadequacies of traditional machine learning approaches. Using a multi-level hierarchical approach
enables deeply layered techniques to discover features in input that are invariant to low-level changes in
the input stream. In addition, hierarchically layered systems are easier to scale, and virtually independent
of input type.
One exceptionally appealing deep learning architecture is the hierarchical dynamic recurrent
neural network (HDRNN). The HDRNN approach to machine learning addresses many of the problems
with traditional methods by using a unique approach to feature representation. The basic assumption is
that representation of data should be driven by regularities in the input stream, i.e., things that appear more
often in the input stream should have more complete representations within the system.

In this paper, we attempt to demonstrate proof-of-concept for HDRNN machine learning. This is
done through a sequence of experiments that has an HDRNN - which has been coupled with a feed
forward neural network (FFNN) classifier - to analyze the information content of a two-dimensional input
stream. We test whether relatively low-dimensional output from the HDRNN will adequately reflect
enough information about the salient features in the input stream to allow a FFNN to classify the data
correctly.
We show that the HDRNN-FFNN system can be trained successfully to analyze image data.
Specifically, we demonstrate that the system is able to reduce classification error to a level that is an order
of magnitude lower than the error produce by random guessing. Since the HDRNN approach is
independent of input type, we have shown that the HDRNN concept is viable for machine learning.
The rest of the paper is structured in the following manner. Section 2 presents an introduction to the
types, structures, characteristics, and training of neural networks. In Sec. 3 we give motivations for the
research, describe the experimental setup, and report the outcomes of the experiments performed. Section
4 contains a summary of our findings. We state our conclusions in Sec. 5. Directions of future work are
outlined in Sec. 6.
2. BACKGROUND
ON NEURAL NETWORKS
Neural Networks (NNs) are information processing systems modeled after the human nervous
system. They are designed to learn a model of an environment, then maintain the model sufficiently to
reach specific goals in a given application domain. To do this, a NN requires knowledge about the
environment in which it is to function. It needs to know not only how to explicitly store information about
this environment, but also the manner in which a person or other machine will interpret, predict, respond,
or arrange the information for later use.

2.1 Structure of a Neural Network
The integral element for the type of learning utilized by NNs is the unique structure of the network
itself. NNs are comprised of a large quantity of interrelated processing elements called nodes, each of
which is a model of a biological neuron. This stn~ctureenables the NN to function as a parallel processer
with a natural affinity for both storing knowledge and making it accessible for use.
A node in a NN consists of three basic elements: a collection of synapses, a summing junction,
and an activation function. See Fig. 2.1.
Synapses are the connecting links between nodes. A unique weight characterizes each synapse.
Specifically, a signal xi at the input to synapse j that is connected to node k is multiplied by the synaptic
weight wh. (Note that the first subscript references the node, and that the second represents the input end
of the synapse to which the weight is referring.)
The sunzming junction adds up the incoming input signals. This takes place after weighting the
signals by the corresponding synaptic weights. The output of the summing junction is used as input for
future processes.
An activation function limits the magnitude of the output of a node to some finite range of values.
Different types of activation functions are available to use; the desired final application for the network is
what dictates choice of activation function.
Mathematically, we may describe a node by the following pair of equations:

and

where X I , x2, ..., x,,, are the input signals; M J ~ I , M'k2, ...,M J ~ , , , are the synaptic weights of node k; uk is the
output signal due to the input signals; p(.) is the activation function; and yk is the output signal of the
node.
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Fig. 2.1. Nonlinear model of a node

More on Activation Functions
The activation function, p(-),defines the output of a node given an input or a set of inputs. The
activation function acts as a sort of squashing function, so that while the inputs to the node may have
infinite range, the output will be a finite number. Typically, the output range of an activation function is
one of the closed intervals [0, 11 or [-1, 11.
We now describe three of the most basic types of activation functions:
1.

Threshold Function

Fig. 2.2 Threshold function

For this type of activation function, we have

with the output of node k expressed as

where u k is

2.

Piecewise-Linear Functioil
1.2

I

I

Fig.2.3. Piecewise-linear function

This type of activation function is described by
1,if
f5u
p(s) =

I

lul, if

-+ < u < +

0, if

us-?I

Where the amplification factor is taken to be unity.

3.

Sigmoidal Function
12

Fig. 2.4. Sigmoidal function for varying slope parameter a.

This type of activation function is the most widely used form for NNs. It is a strictly
increasing and differentiable function, and embodies characteristics present in both linear and
nonlinear functions. One example of a sigmoidal function is the hyperbolic tangent function.

2.2 Architectures of Neural Networks
There are essentially three distinct classes of network architectures:
1.

Single-Layer Feedforward Neural Networks

Fig. 2.5. Feedforward network with a single layer of nodes.

Single layer feedforward neural networks are the (FFNN) simplest form of a layered
network, consisting solely of an input layer of source nodes projected onto an output layer of
nodes. One does not count the layer of input nodes as a layer because the input nodes perform no
computation.

2.

Multi-Layer Feedforward Neural Networks

Fig. 2.6. Fully connected feedforward network with one hidden layer and one output layer.

The presence of hidden layers characterizes this second form of a NN. Computational
nodes in the hidden layer are called hidden nodes. The ability of a NN to extract information
about the input stream increases as the size of the input layer increases.
Input nodes provide necessary elements for the activation pattern of a node. These
elements make up the input signals applied to the computation nodes in the second layer (i.e., the
first hidden layer). The output signals of this layer are inputs to the third layer, and so on.
Usually, the nodes in each layer of the NN only have the outputs of the preceding layer as their
inputs. The outputs of the final layer of nodes in the network constitute the response of the entire
network to the input signal presented to the first layer of nodes.
A NN is fully connected if every node in each subsequent layer of the network connects to
every other node in the preceding layer. The NN is partially connected if some of these links are
missing. Note that the NN depicted in Fig. 2.6 is fully connected.

3.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

Fig. 2.7. Recurrent network with hidden nodes

Distinctions are made between FFNNs and RNNs based on the presence of feedback loops;
RNNs contain at least one feedback loop. Feedback is present in a system anytime the output of
any element plays at least some part in determining its own input.

Fig. 2.8. Signal-flow graph of a single-loop feedback system

Figure 2.8 depicts the signal flow of a single loop feedback system in which the input
signal x,(n), internal signal x)(n), and output signal yk(n) are functions of discrete time, represented
by variable n. This system is assumed linear. w represents a fixed weight, and z-' is an operator
whose output delay, with respect to input, is one unit of time. Expressing x,(n) as a sample of the
input signal delayed by d time units gives x,(n-d). As a result, we may rewrite yk(n) as an infinite
weighted summation of the input signal x,(n).
The resulting input-output relationship is
represented by
m

y, (n) =

CwA1x,(n - d)
d=O

A very simple RNN may consist of a single layer of nodes where each node feeds its output
back into the inputs of all the nodes in the network, including itself, as in Fig. 2.7.
2.3 Learning Algorithms
One of the most substantial properties of a NN is its capacity for learning from an environment,
then subsequently improving its performance based on what it learns by interactively adjusting its synaptic
weights. Learning, as a process, is defined by the manner in which the free parameters of the NN adapt as
the network is exposed to a particular environment. As a result, the structure of a NN is intertwined
strongly with the algorithm used to train it.

As one may guess, there is no unique algorithm for learning. Instead, the diversity found among
learning algorithms allows for the design of networks that are highly adaptive. There are five basic types
of algorithms for training NNs: Hebbian, memory-based, Boltzmann, competitive, and error-correction.
The last one is of particular interest to us, so we elaborate on it.
Error-correction learning
As the name indicates, error correction learning focuses on correcting synaptic strengths according
to the error in the output of a node. Doing this involves a process of comparing the system output to the
desired response, and using that comparison - i.e. the error - to drive the training. Error-correction
learning algorithms attempt to minimize the error signal after each iteration in the learning process. The
most popular algorithm for use with error-correction learning is the back-propagation algorithm. For a
more detailed discussion of back-propagation algorithm, see Sec. 2.6.2.

Fig. 2.9. Diagram of a multilayer feedforward neural network, highlighting the node in the outer layer

Fig. 2.10. Signal-flow graph of output node

In order to demonstrate how the error-correction algorithm works, take the case of a node k that
represents the output layer of a FFNN, as shown in (Fig 2.10). Node k has signal vector x(n) - produced
by the layers of hidden nodes - as input, where n denotes the time step of the iterative process where the
synaptic weights of node k are adjusted. The output signal of k is yk(n). This signal - the only output of
the NN - is measured against the target output of the system, represented by dk(n), resulting in an error
signal, ek(n), Subsequently, we have
ek (n>= dk (n) - yk (n)
This error signal directs a sequence of corrective modifications to the synaptic weights of the node
k. These purpose of these adjustments is to bring the output signal yk(n)as close as needed to the desired
response dk(n). This is done by minimizing a cost function, defined in terms of the error signal as
E(n) = e: (n)
E(n) is the instantaneous value of the error energy. The system makes systematic alterations to the
synaptic weights of node k until the system reaches a state where the synaptic weights are stable.

2.4 Learning Paradigms
NNs are naturally suited for learning in one of two types of learning modes: supervised learning also called learning with a teacher - and unsupervised learning - learning without a teacher. Both modes
have the NN to modify the synaptic weights between its parameters after using a set of training examples.

Supervised Learning
In supervised learning, one may conceptually think of a having a teacher who has knowledge of
the environment; a set of input-output vectors represents this knowledge. The network, however, does not
have knowledge of the environment. When both the teacher and network are shown the input vector, the
teacher tells the network the desired response for that piece of knowledge. Then, the NN adjusts its free
parameters in such a way as to minimize the error signal. This step is iterated repeatedly until the network
is able to emulate the teacher, i.e., until the NN has reached a state where no substantial changes can be
made in the free parameters of the system. Upon reaching this point, the NN no longer needs the teacher;
it can cope with the environment without further assistance.
Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning, also referred to as learning without a teacher, does not utilize labeled inputoutput examples to train a system. Instead, it uses a set of unlabeled training examples. One starts by
deciding upon some measure of performance, and then presents the network with a series of examples.
The network extracts regularities present in the data without being told what the target outputs are. This
process is repeated until the free parameters of the system reach a state of optimization with respect to the
chosen performance measure.
Unsupervised learning is a task-independent way to assess the quality of a network's
representations. By the end of the learning process, a network develops an ability to form its own internal
representations of statistical regularities in input data. In doing so, the network creates new classes of
encoded features automatically.
2.5 Optimization Techniques
In order to better understand how parameter optimization transpires in the training of a NN,
consider a continuously differentiable cost function E(w) of some (unknown) weight vector w. This
function maps the elements of w into real numbers. It is desirable that we be able to find an optimal
solution w* that satisfies the condition
&(w*) 5 &(w)
In other words, we need to solve the unconstrained optimization problem that minimizes the cost function
with respect to the weight vector w. A necessary condition for optimality is
where V is the gradient operator:

and VE(w) is the gradient vector of the cost function:

I"

V&= - -

a&

T

One type of unconstrained optimization algorithm is decidedly well suited for designing neural
networks. Algorithms of this type are built upon the idea of iterative descent. Iterative descent is founded
on the concept that by starting with a preliminary estimate, denoted by rv(O), one can generate a sequence
of weight vectors w(l), w(2), .. ., such that E(w) is reduced at each iteration of the algorithm. The desired
result is that the algorithm will ultimately converge onto the optimal solution w'.

Below we discuss two common methods for optimization used in training of NNs. The first relies
on the idea of iterative descent; the second utilizes instantaneous values of the cost function.
Method of Steepest Descent
In this method, also called gradient descent, consecutive adjustments are applied to the weight
vector w in the direction of steepest descent - i.e., in the direction opposite to VE (w). For ease of
notation, let
g = VE(1v)
As the result, the steepest descent algorithm is given by
w(n

+ 1) = IV (n) - qg(n)

(1)

where 77 is a positive constant called the learning-rate parameter, and g(n) is the gradient vector evaluated
at w(n). As it goes from iteration n to iteration n +I, the algorithm applies a correction
Aw(n) = w(n+l)- w(n)
Other iterative descent methods - including Newton's method and the Gauss-Newton method - are
used in finding optimal solutions to certain types i f cost functions as well.
Least-Mean-Square Algorithnz
The least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm is built upon the use of instantaneous values for the cost
function, that is,
E(w) = e2(n)
where e(n) is the error signal evaluated at time n. After differentiating E(w) with respect to the weight
vector w, one has

The LMS algorithm operates along with a linear node, so the error signal can be represented as
e(n) = d(n) - xS'(n)w(n)
As an estimate for the gradient vector, one may write
a n >= x(n>e(n>
Substituting this into Eq. (1) for the gradient vector, one has
k ( n + 1) = k(n) + p ( n ) e ( n )
where q is the learning rate parameter. Notice that i? is an estimation of the weight vector resulting from
use of the method of steepest descent. For this reason, the LMS algorithm is referred to as the stochastic
gradient algorithm.
Among other linear algorithms often used in optimization problems are the Linear Least-Squares
Filter, and Wiener Filter.

2.6 Static Networks
Neural networks fall into two major classes: static and dynamic. Static networks contain no
feedback elements and have no time delays. Output for this type of system is calculated directly from
input through feedforward connections. In this section, we elaborate on architectures and training modes
for static networks. (Dynamic systems are addressed in Sec. 2.7)

2.5.1 Static Neural Network Architectrrres
Single-Layer Neural Network
A single-layer neural network (SLNN) - also called a single-layer perceptron - is the most basic
type of NN used for classifying linearly separable patterns, i.e., those that can be divided by a hyperplane.
A SLNN consists of a single node with modifiable synaptic weights. The purpose of a SLNN is to be able
to classify a set of externally applied stimuli, XI, x2, ..., x,,, into two classes, C1 or C2. The decision rule
used for classification is to assign points represented by the inputs XI, x2, ..., x,,, into class el for one output
yo, and into class C2 for another output yb.
In the simplest form of the SLNN, the decision regions in the nz-dimensional signal space spanned
by the input vectors XI, x2, ..., x,,, can be separated by the hyperplane defined by
I,!

The synaptic weights MI,, w2, ..., M), are adapted on an iteration-by-iteration basis.
A NN built around a single node is restricted to performing classifications where only two classes
are present. Expanding the layer of computational nodes to more than one node allows for classifications
into additional groups.
Multi-Layer Neural Network
A multi-layer neural network (MLNN) - also called a multilayer perceptron - typically consists of
a set of input layer source nodes, one or more hidden layers of computational nodes, and an output layer
of computational nodes. Input signals propagate through the system on a layer-by-layer basis in a
forward direction. See Fig 2.1 1.

Fig. 2.1 1. Multi-layer neural network with two hidden nodes.

Training of MLNNs takes place in a supervised manner using the error back-propagation
algorithm, which is based on the LMS algorithm. This algorithm has been discussed in greater detail in
Sec. 2.6.2.
A MLNN has three distinguishing characteristics:
1. Each node in the network has a nonlinear activation function. One frequently-used form of
nonlinearity is a sigmoidal nonlinearity defined by the logistic function:

where u, is the weighted sum of all the synaptic inputs of node j, and yi is the output of the
node.

2. The network contains one or more layers of hidden nodes, which are neither part of either the
input or the output layers of nodes. These hidden layers enable the network to learn intricate
tasks through extracting increasingly more complex data from the input vectors.
3. The network exhibits very high degrees of connectivity that are determined by the synapses of
the network.
MLNNs obtain their ability to compute from the combination of these characteristics along with
their ability to learn through training. Figure 2.1 1 depicts the architecture of a MLNN containing two
hidden layers with an output layer. (Note that the network shown here is fully connected.)
Figure 2.12 shows a part of the MLNN, as well as the direction of propagation of the two types of
signal in the network. These two signals are:
1.
Input Signals
Input signals are input stimuli that come into the network through the input nodes,
propagate forward through the network, and then emerge at the output nodes as output signals. At
each node of the network through which the signal passes, it is calculated as a function of the
inputs and weights applied to that node.

2.
Error Signals
Error signals begin at an output node of the network, and propagate backward through the
network layer-by-layer. The computation of the error signal at every node involves an errordependent function.

Fig. 2.12. Directions of two signal flows in a multi-layer neural network: forward propagation of input signals and
back-propagation of error signals.

Output nodes make up the output layer of the network. The remaining computational nodes make
up the hidden layers of the network. The first hidden layer is fed information from the input layer; the
resulting outputs from this layer are, in turn, sent to the next hidden layer; and so on for the remainder of
the network.
2.6.2 Back-propngntion Algoritltm
Since the uniqueness of a network resides in the values of the weights between its nodes, we need
a method for adjusting the synaptic weights. For static networks, the most common such method is the
back-propagation algorithm. This algorithm allows a network to learn through example. A learning set
consisting of both input examples and the correct output for each case are provided to the network. We
use these examples to demonstrate to the network what behavior is expected, and the back-propagation
algorithm guides the network in adapting its weights. The remainder of this section is devoted to the
mathematical specifics of the algorithm.

Developing the Algorithm
The error signal present at the output of node j is at iteration n (i.e., when node j is presented with
the nf"training example) is given by
ej(n>= d j ( n ) - y j ( n )
(2)
where j is an output node. The immediate value of the error energy for node j is defined as

:

:

ef (n) . The

corresponding instantaneous total value of the error E(n) is obtained by summing ef (n) over all nodes in
the output layer; these are the only nodes for which we can directly calculate the error signals. Using this,
we may write

where C is a set that includes all nodes in the output layer of the network and N denotes the total number
of examples present in the training set. We determine the average squared energy error by summing E(n)
over all n, then normalizing the result with respect to the size of set N.

Both E (n) and Eav are functions of all the synaptic weights of the network. For any given training
set, E,, acts as the cost function. The goal of the learning process is to adjust the weights of the network
in order to minimize the cost function.
Specifically, take into consideration a simple training method where weights are updated exampleby-example until one complete presentation of the entire training set of examples has been made. Weights
are adjusted respectively for each pattern presented to the network.
Consider a node j that is fed a group of input signals produced by nodes on layers prior to it. The
output of the system produced at the input of the activation function associated with node j is
i=O

where m is the total number of inputs to node j. Therefore, the input signal y,(n) that appears at the output
of node j on iteration n is
The back-propagation algorithm uses a correction AWji(n). This correction is proportional to the
partial derivative dE(n)latilji(n).According to the chain rule of calculus, the gradient can be expressed as
aE(n) aek (4%I (4 h s (4
=
h j i ( n ) k,,,~
aek ( n ) %I( n ) aus ( n ) h j i ( n )
After proper differentiations and substitutions, this can be re-written as

C

We define the correction Aw,,(n) as applied to wji(n)by

Awjj( n )= -7 aE(n>
h j j (n)
where -q is the learning-rate parameter of the back-propagation algorithm, and the minus sign accounts for
gradient descent.

By substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) one gets

Aw,; ( n )= rl?,

( 4 (~n );

where the local gradient 6j(n)is defined by
8, ( n )= e, (nlq,;(u,( n ) )
The local gradient points to necessary modifications in synaptic weights. Note that one needs the
error signal e,(n) in order to calculate the weight adjustment wji(n)at the output of node j. For this reason,
one must distinguish between two cases, depending on the location of node j.

Case 1
In the first case, when j is an output node, it is given a desired target of its own. This
makes it a straightforward process to calculate the error signal e,(n) associated with it using Eq.

(2)Case 2
In the second case, when j is a node in a hidden layer, even though it is not directly
accessible it still shares responsibility for error present in the output of the network. For this
reason, it is important to be able to compensate this node for its contribution to the final output of
the system. This compensation occurs during a recursive process that takes into account the error
signals of all the nodes to which the hidden node is connected directly.

Two Passes of Computation
When applying the back-propagation algorithm, two distinct passes take place. The first is
referred to as the forwardpass and the second as the backwardpass.
During the forward pass, the weights remain unaltered. The input signals of the network are
computed for each node. The forward computational phase starts at the first hidden layer at the
presentation of the example, and ends at the output layer upon computation of the error signal for every
node in that layer.
In contrast, the backward pass starts at the output layer and passes the error signals backwards
through the layers while recursively computing the local gradient for each node. The recursive
computation is carried on layer-by-layer, propagating changes to all the weights in the network.
In order to compute the local gradient for each node of the FFNN, one must know the derivative of
the activation function related to that node, i.e., the activation function must be differentiable.
2.6.3 Traitzing Modes for Static Networks
One entire presentation of a complete training set of data during the learning process is labeled an
epoch. Learning, as a process, takes place on an epoch-by-epoch basis. The process lasts until the
weights of the network stabilize. For a given set of examples, back-propagation can take place in one of
two fundamental ways: on-line mode and batch mode.
On-line
While operating in on-line mode, also referred to as a sequential or stochastic mode, a MLNN
updates synaptic weights after the presentation of each training example. Take into consideration an
epoch that consists of N training example pairs, (x(n),d(n)). The network is presented the first example
pair in the epoch, and the forward and backward passes are performed after which adjustments are made
to the synaptic weights of the system. Then the network is presented the next example pair, and the
process of passing through the network and updating weights is repeated. This continues until the last
example pair in the epoch has been presented.
From an "on-line" operational point of view, the on-line training mode is preferred over the batch
mode. This is because it requires less storage for each synaptic weight, and the algorithm is simple to
implement. In addition, since the presentation of examples to the network happens in a random manner,
the back-propagation algorithm is less likely to become trapped in a local minimum.
13

Batch
The batch mode of back-propagation allows an update of synaptic weights only after the
presentation of all the example pairs in an epoch. This is the point where the system undergoes the
forward and backward passes needed to determine changes in weights.
Much like the on-line training mode, batch mode has its own useful properties. For one, it
provides a more accurate estimate of the gradient vector than the on-line mode does, and thereby
guarantees convergence of the algorithm to a local minimum. In addition, batch mode is easier to
parallelize than on-line mode.

2.7 Dynamic Networks
As was mentioned earlier, neural networks fall into two major classes: static and dynamic.
Dynamic networks have output that depends not just on the current input to the network, but also on
previous inputs, outputs, and internal states of the network. In this section, we elaborate, among other
things, on categories, training modes, and learning algorithms for dynamic networks. (Static networks are
found in Sec. 2.6.
In order for a NN to be dynamic, it must have memory. In fact, the principal role of memory is to
transform a static network into a dynamic one. The dynamic properties of a NN are what make it
receptive to the temporal arrangement of information-carrying signals.
There are two categories of dynamic neural networks. One consists of those networks with only
feedforward connections. These are limited in their application to most practical purposes, and will not be
discussed here. The other category is comprised of networks that have feedback connections, i.e.,
recurrent networks. This type of dynamic system is of great interest in the field of machine learning, and
will be discussed in 2.7.2.

2.7.1 Memory in Dyitamic Networks
Creating Memory
Long-term memory is intrinsically present in a NN due to supervised learning. During the learning
process, the information in the training data is stored in the synaptic weights of the network. Information
stored in this way - i.e., in long-term memory - is stored for a long period or permanently.
If data has an inherent temporal dimension, then some type of short-term memory is necessary to
make a network dynamic. Short-term memory is the collection of knowledge that represents the current
state of the network. Any disagreements between knowledge stored in short-term memory and the new
state of the system are used to revise the short-term memory. A simple way to create short-term memory
in a NN is to incorporate a representation of time into the structure of the network.
Time Representation
There are two possible ways to represent time in a NN: implicitly and explicitly. In an implicit
representation, the input signal is sampled uniformly. Then the sequence of synaptic weights of each
node connected to the input layer is convolved with another sequence of input signals. Doing this
implants the temporal structure of input signal directly into the spatial structure of the network.
Explicit representation is perhaps the easiest way to incorporate temporal or sequential
information into the training of a neural network. In this method, time receives its own spatial domain.
This is done by widening the input space to accommodate information available at previous times.

2.7.2 Recurrent Neurnl Networks a n d Tlz eir Arclzitectures
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are dynamically driven - memory is an essential feature of
their composition. RNNs operate not only on an input space, but also on an internal state space - a trace
of what has already been processed by the network. For RNNs, the error gradient at any given time step is
dependent one more than just the current input and output; the error gradient is dependent upon a
potentially infinite past.
RNNs are used primarily for creating input-output mapping networks. They use their natural
capability for applying feedback to acquire state representations of the data they are presented with. The
state representations RNNs produce make them particularly suitable for applications as nonlinear
predictors. In addition, many RNNs utilize of a type of feedback that greatly reduces the memory
requirement of the network.
RNNs take several different architectural forms. While each of these forms makes use of a
different form of feedback, they all share two common features: incorporation of a static FFNN and the
exploitation of the nonlinear mapping capability of the FFNN. We discuss two forms here: the state-space
model and the recurrent multilayer perceptron.

State-Space Model
One architecture of particular importance to us is the state-space model (see Fig. 2.13). In this
type, the hidden nodes of the network define the state of the network. The output from the hidden layer is
fed back into the input layer by way of a bank of unit time delays. The number of unit delays determines
the order of the model. Although the hidden layer is nonlinear, the output layer is linear.
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Fig. 2.13. State space model of a multi-layer neural network with a single hidden layer.

The idea of "state" plays an important role in the mathematical formulation of dynamical systems.
The state of a dynarnical system is the set of quantities that condenses all the information about the
previous behavior of the system required to describe its future behavior uniquely. Let the q-by-1 vector
x(n) represent the state of a nonlinear discrete-time system. Let the m-by-1 vector u(n) represent the input
applied to the system and the p-by-1 vector y(n) represent the corresponding output of the system.
Mathematically, the following pair of equations describe the dynamic behavior of the system (which is
assumed to be free of noise):
x(n + 1) = p(Wax(n) + Wbli(n))
= Cx(n)

+
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where W, is a q-by-q matrix, Wb is a q-by-(m
diagonal mapping expressed through
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Notice that W, characterizes the synaptic weights of the q nodes in the hidden layer connected to
the feedback nodes in the input layer. Wb ch aracterizes the synaptic weights ofthe hidden nodes
connected to the source nodes in the input layer. C represents the synaptic weights of the p linear nodes in
the output layer connected to the hidden nodes. q(.) is the nonlinear sigmoidal activation function of a
hidden node.
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The spaces Rm, Rq, and IWPare (respectively) the input, state, and output spaces. The
dimensionality of the space (q) is the order of the system. Note that only the nodes in the network that
feed their outputs back into the input layer are responsible for defining the state of the RNN.
Recurrent Multilayer Perceptron
A second type of RNN architecture is the recurrent multilayer perceptron. This architecture type is
essentially a generalization of the state-space architecture previously discussed. It allows for multiple
iterations over the basic concept of the state-space architecture. Each of the one or more hidden layers of
the network has feedback around it, as seen in Fig. 2.14 for the case with two hidden layers.
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Fig. 2.14. Recurrent multi-layer neural network with multiple hidden layers

Here, let the vector xl(n) represent the output of the first hidden layer, xrr(n)represent the output of
the second hidden layer, and so on. Also, let xo(n) represent the output of the output layer. Now, the
dynamic behavior of the recurrent multilayer perceptron architecture in response to an input vector u(n)
may be described by the following system of coupled equations:
XI (n + 1) = PI(XI(n), 4 4 )
XI1 (n + 1) = Pa (XI,( 4 , XI

(n + 1))

...
x , (n + 1) = (x, (n), x, (n + 1))
represent the activation functions that characterize each respective hidden
where ~ ( . , . ) , ~ I ( - , . .,po(.,.)
),.
layer as well as the output layer of the architecture, and K denotes the total number of hidden layers in the
network.

2.7.3 Training Modes for Dynamic Networks
One important issue with recurrent networks is how to train them. Just as there are two modes to
train static NNs - batch and on-line - there are two modes to train DNNs - epochwise and continuous.
Epochw ise Training
Epochwise training has the DNN to start running from some initial state. Once it reaches a new,
predetermined state, network training is stopped. The network is then reset to some initial state for the
next epoch. It is not important that the initial state is the same for each epoch, however it is important that
the initial state for each new epoch be different from the state reached by the network at the end of the
previous epoch. For epochwise training, the term "epoch" corresponds to one training pattern in the static
NN.
Continuous Training
Continuous training is a method of training that is best suited for circumstances where on-line
learning is required. What distinguishes continuous training is that the network learns as it is doing data
analysis. Essentially, the learning process never stops.
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2.7.4 Learrziizg AlgoritIzms for Dynamic Networks
Just as how with static networks we used the back-propagation algorithm to adjust synaptic
weights, we need to use a similar algorithm with dynamic networks. Two of the most commonly used
methods are the back-propagation-through-time algorithm and the real-time recurrent learning algorithm.

Back-Propagation-Through-Time Algorithm
The back-propagation-through-time algorithm operates on the premise that networks can be
converted from a feedback system to a purely feedforward system. This is accomplished by folding the
network over time. If the network processes a signal that is several time steps long, it creates several
copies of the network. Modifications are made to the feedback connections in each network so that they
become feedforward connections from the original network to its subsequent copy. The network training
then takes place as if the network is one large feedforward network.
Real-Time Recurrent Learning Algorithm
The Real-Time Recurrent Learning algorithm is based on the state-space model and - as the name
implies - calculates error gradients of the cost function in real-time. The gradients at a given time k are
found in terms of those at the previous time k - 1. After this has taken place, the modifications to the
synaptic weights can be found in an uncomplicated manner.
Figure 2.15 shows the layout of this type of network. It is made up of q nodes with m external
inputs. The network is composed of two distinct layers: an input-feedback layer and a processing layer of
computational nodes. The synaptic connections of the network are comprised of both feedforward and
feedback connections.

Fig. 2.15. Fully connected recurrent network

To describe, mathematically, the RTRL algorithm, first assume a system consisting of a set N of
fully connected nodes, and a set M of input nodes. Let T c N represent the group of nodes for which there
is a target. Let wji(n) represent the weight associated with the connection from node i to node j at time n.
The weight associated with the same connection at time n +1 is

The net input to node k, sk(n), is by definition the weighted sum of all the activations in the system
zdn). The activation function of node k at time n +1 is
Y k (n +
= Pk ( ~ (n))
k
where
and

The activation function, (o(.) maps sk(n) into the range [0,1], and the system error at a given time n
is given by

where dkis the target value for output k at time n.
The corresponding error function is minimized through use of

After denoting the partial derivatives of the activation function with respect to the synaptic weights, we
have

and can obtain the recursive equation

k
where pji(0)
= 0 and

This allows one to get the gradient at any given time n.
RTRL requires both large computational complexity and massive storage requirements. In
addition, it is characterized by an extremely slow rate of convergence. As a result, several methods for
reducing these needs have been proposed.

Truncated Real-Time Recurrent Learning
One particular such method, Truncated Real-Time Recurrent Learning (TRTRL), is a variant of
RTRL. It was designed to reduce the drawbacks of RTRL, but still keep RTRLYsperformance capacity.
It has been shown to both reduce the resource requirements of RTRL as well as improve its convergence
rate. This is done as follows. First, sensitivity of each node to the weights associated with it is reduced.
Second, the computational complexity of RTRL is reduced using a step size algorithm based on stochastic
meta-descent. Together, these steps reduce how much information each node is expected to take into
account in performing computations.
Let I denote the group of nodes directly linked to node j. This is the ingress set of node j. Also, let
E denote the group of nodes that j has a direct link to. This is the egress set of node j. (Note that a node
can be in both the ingress and egress sets of another node.) TRTRL assumes that each node is sensitive
only to weights associated with its ingress or egress sets of nodes. (There is an exception to this
assumption made for output nodes. We discuss this exception later.) This limits the amount of
information processed by each node. Since pi; = 0 for all 1 # i, the ingress sensitivity hnction is reduced
to
P ~ i ( n + l ) = q ~ ( s j ( n ) ) [ w j l p ~ l ( n ) + zVi (i ne )T] , i f j
In a similar fashion, the egress sensitivity function is givenby

The modification rule for output nodes is derived from Eq. (5) and Eq. (6).
There are two possible scenarios: one in which the number of output nodes, T, is significantly less
than the total number of nodes, N, in the system; and another in which the number of output nodes is
comparable to the total number of nodes in the system.

Case 1
In the first case (T << N), one expects that non-output nodes will embody most of the
information of the system. For these nodes, there must be a non-zero sensitivity element in order
for the nodes to supply gradient information needed for Eq. (5). To meet this requirement, a direct
link comes from each output node to each node in the network. Consequently, each output node, o
E T, performs a sensitivity update corresponding to each weight in the network. Specifically,

P~(n+1)=p~(so(n))[woip~(n)+wojp~(n)+6iorj(n)]
VieT,i t o
(7)
This type of update rule keeps computations to a minimum while retaining a high degree of
informational content.
Case 2
In the second case, for which T = N, very few weights will be non-zero, and a revision of
Eq. (7) is needed. In this case, the weights between output nodes should be non-zero. The
corresponding update rule (for all i # o and j # o is given by
r

for all other cases
r

The purpose for the TRTRL algorithm is to minimize an error function, E, so that the system's
future outputs will be closer to their desired targets. TRTRL is unique because it is an online method by
which at every time step an error is reflected in network weight updates. This means that TRTRL is a
based on the stochastic method of steepest descent. Stochastic gradient-based methods try to optimize a
network's functioning by using instantaneous gradient information. Network weights are updated along
the direction of steepest descent.
w,, ( n + 1 ) = wJ,(n>+ v<, (4
where q is the learning rate parameter. Setting q to a small constant value guarantees convergence of the
algorithm. However, this method significantly slows down training since a small learning rate is not
always acceptable for all parts of the error surface.

2.7.5 An Optimization Teclrnique for Dynamic Networks
To address the problem with a delayed convergence rate due to a small learning rate parameter,
stochastic meta-descent (SMD) is applied. It uses both the gradient and the second derivative of the error
function as a way to accelerate the learning process. SMD uses a modifiable learning rate for each weight
in the network. The weight update rule is given by
w,, ( n + 1) = Wll (n>+ A,, (n>S,,( n )
where Aii (t) is the learning rate of weight wo ( t ) at time t. The learning update rule is
In AJi( n ) = In ' 1 , ( n - 1 ) + P'~~ (n)vJl('1
where

Thus, vii is the gradient trace that evaluates the long-term influence of a change in a local learning rate to
its analogous weight. Consequently, the SMD algorithm defines vii as an exponential mean of the effects
of all past learning rates on the present weight value such that

where p E (0,l) is the determining factor for the time scale during which long-term dependencies are
considered.

2.8 Considerations for Network Training
2.8.1 Generalization
NNs derive their computational power from their propensity to generalize from what they learn. A
network is said to be able to generalize well when the input-output mapping that is produced by the
network is correct for test data that is similar to, but not used in creation or training of, the network.
Having this ability is what allows a NN to obtain consequential information from various types of data,
including that which is incomplete or complicated. For this reason, NNs can be used to uncover patterns
in information that would be too intricate to be noticed by humans.
Recall that when training a network, one starts with a sample and uses an algorithm to calculate the
synaptic weights while exposing as many training examples as feasible to the network. Notice that one
can see this type of process as a form of curve-fitting problem. The network is analogous to a nonlinear
input-output mapping. It is able to perform useful interpolation because networks that have continuous
activation functions have output functions that are also continuous.

Figure 2.16 illustrates how generalization - the consequence of interpolation - occurs. The curve
depicted is a nonlinear input-output mapping computed by the network after it has learned a number of
points labeled "training data." The point marked as "generalization" on the curve is the result of
interpolation performed by the network. An adequately trained network will produce a correct inputoutput mapping even if the input is different from the examples used to train the network

Fig. 2.16. Good generalization - properly fitted data

2.8.2 Flexibility
For a network to be considered adequately trained, it must acquire flexibility during training.
Flexible networks are not only more capable of generalizing well, but they are much simpler to re-teach to
deal with changes in their intended application area. All NNs have a natural ability modify their synaptic
weights to accommodate changes in their input streams, but the more flexible a system, the more robust or invariant to changes in the feature space - it will be.
One can ensure flexibility in a NN design by incorporating a training set that includes a wide
enough variety of what is found in the entire possible feature space. Having a system that is invariant to
changes in input data is vital to the effectiveness of NNs in many application areas.
Consider perspective changes as an object rotates, the distortive result that the Doppler effect
produces in the echo from a moving target, and how a person changes their manner of speech during any
given conversation. In each of these cases, it is necessary that one be able to get features of the input
signal that are invariant to various transformations in order to classify the input. These features would
epitomize the necessary information content. Using such a feature space as input to a network lessens the
burden on the network to make complicated decisions to a realistic level.
2.8.3 Overtraining
Problems occur, however. When a NN learns too many input-output examples, it may essentially
memorize its training data. In doing this, it may find a feature in the training data, such as noise, that is
not truly a feature of the underlying function being modeled. This type of phenomenon is called
overtraining. An overtrained model loses the ability to generalize over similar input-output patterns.
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Fig. 2.17. Poor generalization - overfitted data

Figure 2.17 shows how overtraining occurs for the same data depicted in Fig. 2.16. Undesired
contributions to the input space (e.g., in the form of noise) are stored in the synaptic weights of the
network. "Memorization" of input data causes the curve to become less smooth.
The problem with overtraining is commonly encountered in NNs that either have not been shown a
rich enough training set, or have been shown too many iterations of the same training data. While it is
important to include a diverse training set while training a NN, it is equally important to take care not to
overtrain the network. These measures ensure a flexible system that is capable of generalizing well.

2.9 The Hierarchical Dynamic Recurrent Neural Network
The hierarchical dynamic recurrent neural network (HDRNN) - a particular approach to deeply
layered machine learning - addresses many of the problems with traditional methods via its unique ability
for robust feature extraction. The HDRNN acts as both a compressor and extractor. It reduces the
dimensionality of input data, while retaining the essential features.
2.9.1 Structtire
The HDRNN consists of a hierarchy of layers, each of which includes multiple nodes which are
identical and independent of one another. Each layer performs the same kind of task, but on a different
piece of data. The bottom layer of the hierarchy contains the same amount of input nodes as the number
of input signals the network will receive. Signals from groups of nodes that correspond to adjacent inputs
in this layer are mapped into a single node in the next layer, and so on. The top-most layer of the HDRNN
consists of a single output node. Figure 2.18 is a visual representation of this type of structure.
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Fig. 2.18. Visual representation of the HDRNN structure

As information traverses through the layers of the hierarchy, the HDRNN produces increasingly
complex representations. Information present in the lower layers of the hierarchy is rich in details about
data on a local scale; information represented in the higher layers reflects longer range correlations and
less detail.
Independence of the nodes in the HDRNN is a consequence of the entire structure being controlled
by a single type of algorithm. As a result, the HDRNN is naturally scalable and parallelizable. It is suited
for scaling to both higher speeds and larger volumes of data without requiring massive changes
throughout the system, and can be implemented on parallel processors. In addition, from past studies and
analysis it is known that hierarchically layered systems are virtually independent of input type

2.9.2 Training
It is well known that RNNs are difficult to train due to the amount of time the training process
requires. However, use of the TRTRL algorithm (cf. Sec. 2.7.4) in the HDRNN makes using RNNs
feasible because it drastically reduces the quantity of training examples needed.
During training, two continuous processes take place concurrently in the HDRNN. One, a top
down flow of signals, helps to enhance the representation of information. The other, a bottom up flow of
data, facilitates the formation of salient features to characterize inputs.
2.9.3 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is the process of gradually uncovering the salient features present in the training
data. Salient features are discovered through a process by which the hidden nodes in the network perform
a nonlinear transformation on the input data. The data is mapped into the feature space. This new space
makes patterns more easily separable from each other than they were in the input space.
In HDRNN, the process of feature extraction is data-driven. This means that it is driven by
regularities in observations, rather than being designed for a particular environment. Decisions about
which data will be recognized in the future are dictated by the frequency of occurrences in the input.
Events that occur regularly become more familiar to the system, and thereby acquire more accurate
representations in the network.
Because the entire feature extraction process of the HDRNN is data-driven, it necessitates a
minimal amount of fine-tuning for a specific task. The pyramidal structure of the HDRNN allows a
system to handle effectively high-dimensional inputs and assists in accumulation of spatial information,
even without special modifications.
The output of the HDRNN is a hierarchical feature vector that characterizes the data. It is
organized so that the higher levels contain those features that are invariant to low-level changes, while the
lower levels contain the change-dependent features. This output can be fed into any one of a number of
simple classifiers, like a FFNN or a support vector machine.
Feature extraction using an HDRNN is a necessarily information-lessening process; not all pieces
of the original data are stored with a high degree of accuracy. Detail is dropped as one takes into account
broader spatial scope. However, the process results in the formation of the salient features of the input
space. Once formed, these features can be used for a variety of pattern recognition applications.

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Motivation
The primary goal of the experimentation was to expand existing proof-of-concept for HDRNN
learning technologies. In order to do this, we made an effort to develop an image classification system
capable of identifying then classifying images with a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio. Because
HDRNN machine learning is independent of the type of input, demonstrating that it performs well in one
type of environment provides sufficient evidence to show that it is capable of learning in other
environments.
In order to show proof-of-concept, we chose to use images of common coins from the United
States. Specifically, we chose to have a system - comprised of a HDRNN and a FFNN - to model then
classify a set of images of coins. We felt that even coins of the same type varied enough from one to
another to provide an interesting set for analysis. Also, it would be simple to find a sufficient number of
coins for photographing.

.

3.1.2 System Development
In this subsection, we outline the nature of the system used in our experiments and how it was
trained. Also, we provide references to relevant concepts and techniques reviewed in Sec 2.
Our efforts were geared toward designing a model - a multiple input-single output unit - that
could classify 2-dimensional images. A model is a grouping of nodes that have been paired with an
algorithm to dictate the necessary changes to their synaptic weights. The algorithm begins with an
arbitrary setting of the weights of each node, and then adjusts the weights in reaction to changes in the
system's behavior. The result is a model of the environment in which the system is to be applied.
To create our model, we chose to use a HDRNN (cf. Sec. 2.9). The hierarchy of the HDRNN we
used was made up of five layers (cf. Fig. 2,18); the bottom layer (the input layer) consisted of 64x64
nodes, and the top (the output layer) had one. Each set of four spatially associated nodes in the bottom
layer of the hierarchy were mapped into a single node in the next layer. As a result, pixels that were
related closely in a physical sense in one layer remained closely related in the same sense in the next layer.
The following is how training this network took place. First, an input signal comprised of 64x64
grayscale images of coins were fed into the HDRNN. Each of the 4096 (= 64*) pixels of the image
corresponded to one of the 4096 nodes in the input layer. Then the HDRNN underwent training in an
unsupervised mode that was guided by a TRTRL algorithm (cf. Sec. 2.7.4) that had been modified using
SMD (cf. Sec 2.7.5). During training, the HDRNN was given each image, one at a time. Finally, the
HDRNN output a 288-dimensional hierarchical feature vector representing features that characterized the
data.
Information about the data had now been reduced from 4096 dimensions to 288 dimensions. As a
result, we needed a way to see if the feature vector contained enough information about the salient
features of the data for the images to be classified using a simple linear classifier. In order to test the
HDRNNs extracting ability, we chose to use a FFNN (cf. Sec. 2.2) with a hyperbolic tangent activation
function (cf. Sec. 2.1).
The FFNN took in as inputs - one pair at a time - the feature vectors produced by the HDRNN,
together with the labels that corresponded to those feature vectors. For example, if the vector created by
the HDRNN represented a dime, that vector would be sent to the classifier along with the label 'dime.'
Using these vectors and labels, the classifier went through a process of supervised training where its
weights were updated through back-propagation (see Sec. 2.6.2). The output of the FFNN was a
confidence vector for each of the coin denominations. The denomination that received the highest
confidence level was returned by the system as the category for the image.
After the FFNN had been trained, we needed to test the recognition ability of the HDRNN-FFNN
system. We did this by showing it images of data that it had not 'seen' before. The HDRNN was given an
image; it output a feature vector characterizing that image. This feature vector was input to the FFNN; the
latter output a single response corresponding to the category (one of the four coin denominations) to
which it has assigned the image. This output was compared to the response expected from the system
after it had been shown that particular image. This process was repeated until a sufficient number of
iterations had transpired.
All of the tests in 3.5 were performed using the HDRNN-FFNN system that was trained in the
manner just described.

3.1.2 Hardware and Software
The computer used for experimentation in this project was a Dell Precision T7400 workstation
with a Windows XP operating system. The workstation has dual quad-core Intel Xeon processors, and an
NVIDIA GTX 295 graphics card with CUDA technology. The graphics card has two GeForce GTZ 200
graphics processing units.
We used MATLAB 7.7 (R2009b), along with the image processing toolbox, for all image
processing, as well as testing, training, and evaluation of the system. All of the scripts - with the
exception of the HDRNN and FFNN modules - were written exclusively for processing the data for this
project.
3.1.3 Gerzeral Remarks
In the next section, we report on many sets of tests that we ran. Unless specified otherwise, 64000
images were used to train the HDRNN model, and 16000 images were used to train the FFNN classifier.
In addition, 500 images were used to evaluate the performance of the system. Previous work with this
system (which is not discussed in this paper) indicated that these numbers were sufficient for basic
parametric tests.
For all of the results reported in Section 3.3, classification was done with respect to four categories
corresponding to the coin denominations. (A few exceptions dealt with eight categories corresponding to
four coin denominations and two sides. The latter type of experimentation is not addressed in this paper.)
3.2 Experimental Setup
3.2.1 PIzotogrphing Process
We limited our set to circulated American coins. Before photographing, the coins obtained from a
local bank were sorted. For each denomination we chose a range of dates that we felt would provide a
consistent set of images, then chose about 200 coins of that denomination from that range of dates. Table
1 shows the date range we chose for each type of coin. Dates were excluded due only to design changes
or composition changes of the coins. In addition, we did not photograph any coins that were mutilated or
discolored to the point that it would be difficult for a person to discern its denomination.
Table 1: Date ranges for each denomination of coin

Denomination
Penny
Nickel
Dime
Quarter

Start Date
1982
1946
1964
1964

End Date
2008
2003
2009
1998

The setup for taking photographs was as shown in Figure 3.1. A vertical pole (a) was permanently
attached to a heavy base (b). A horizontal rod (c) was attached to the pole by means of a vertically
adjustable clamp (d). The rod extended from the pole, and had a clamp (e) at the end to which the camera
(f) was mounted. The coin was placed on the base on top of the orienting cross (g). The cross was drawn
so its axes aligned with the axes of the camera frame. An inclinometer was used to ensure that the camera
was level with respect to the base.

Fig. 3.1. The setup for taking photographs.

We covered the base with a medium blue paper. A blue background was chosen because light
backgrounds reflected too much light, darker colors caused too many shadows, and other intermediate
colors (e.g. green) reflected color onto the surface of the nickels, dimes, and quarters. Sample images
were taken, and Photoshop was used to determine which color interfered least with the coloration of the
coins in the images.
All photographs were made with a Logitech webcam with a 2MP lens. The camera lens was
positioned 118 mm above the base (as measured with a set of calipers). We tested a range of positions for
clarity of the images before making this decision. The camera was set to manual focus, with default
brightness, contrast, and intensity. We determined that the manual focus setting was the same for all
denominations of coins.
Maximal camera zoom was used. Photographs were taken in full color and at a resolution of 960 x
720 pixels. This size gave the best image quality without having to use interpolation software built into
the camera. The default setting for saving images from the camera was jpg.
Before photographing, each coin was placed on the orienting cross so that the top of the coin was
approximately vertical with respect to the cross, i.e, with respect to the camera frame. Care was taken to
ensure that there was relatively uniform lighting on the face of the coin before photographing. All
photographs of pennies on heads were taken first, followed by all photographs of pennies on tails. Next,
we repeated the process on nickels, dimes, and quarters. The number of photographs taken of each
denomination on heads and tails, respectively, is given in table 2.
Table 2: Number of photographs taken of each denomination per side

Denomination
Penny
Nickel
Dime
Quarter

Number of Images Taken
Total
Tails
Heads
20 1
403
202
201
402
20 1
403
20 1
202
394
197
197

3.2.2. Preparing Images for Processitzg
Because the input layer to the HDRNN had 642 nodes, it was imperative for us to get our data into
a format that had only 642 dimensions. The following pre-processing was done to get images into this
format.
All images were converted from jpg to bmp format using MATLAB, and then saved into a
directory. Next, these images were cropped to be square; each cropped image fully contained the image
of the coin. (See Table 3 for the side lengths in pixels of the crop for each denomination.) The now
square images were scaled to 64 x 64 px images.
Table 3: Side lengths for final cropped image of each denomination

Denomination
Penny
Nickel
Dime
Quarter

Side Length of
Cropped Image (px)
480
540
454
610

Next, the images were converted from true color to grayscale type. The grayscale image pixel
values were (by default) on the range from 0 to 255. We scaled these so that they would fall into the
interval from 0 to 1. The images were embedded into a 74 x 74 px black frame so that a border of 10 px
was created around the image. This produced the necessary input images for the system. Figure 3.2
illustrates two random examples of the fronts and backs of each of the four denominations of coins.

Fig. 3.2. Grayscale images after masking

3.3 Experimental Results
3.3.1 Preliminary Tests
Several preliminary tests were run to verify that the scripts written were running correctly. In
these, we varied the number of images sent to the classifier as well as the number of images sent to the
model. To get large numbers of images, the existing set of images was used repeatedly. (As expected,
this led to overtraining of the system, which was inconsequential at the time.) Figure 3.3 shows the results
of the preliminary tests.
Percent Error vs. the Number of Images Used for
Training Classifier - Preliminary Tests

Number sent to classifier
Number Sent to Model:

-32000

64000

128000

Fig. 3.3. Dependence oftest error on the number of images used for training the model and
the classifier - preliminary trials.

3.3.2 Additional Preprocessing to Enrich Training Set
The above results showed a need to enrich the training set to make it more representative of the
entire population of coins. Richer training sets ensure that a system will be less affected by changes in the
input stream. Cropping the images so that the coin in each would have the same relative size to the entire
square image, then scaling all the images to 64 x 64 pixels, ensured that the system would not be
influenced to categorize an image based on its relative size. In addition, converting all images to
grayscale assured that the system would not be influenced to categorize images based on their color.
We used four more ways to enrich the training set. First, small random rotations were added to the
images, because not all images of coins were oriented identically. Initially, we choose the range for
rotations was 15 degrees from the vertical.
Next, since not all images of coins were taken in identical lighting conditions, we chose to alter the
brightness of the images. This was done by remapping the grayscale values of a pixel - formerly found of
the interval from 0 to 1 - onto a new interval using the following algorithm.
Pick an image.
Choose a random number a between 0 and .2.
Choose a random number b between .8 and 1.
Linearly map the interval [O,l]onto interval [a,b], i.e. put

*

(new pixel value ) = a + (b - a) (original pixel value )

Repeat for the next image.

Figure 3.4 gives a visual representation of the mapping. Note that while the new grayscale range
changes randomly from image to image, the same range (mapping) is used for all pixels within a given
image.
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Fig. 3.4. Visual representation in the change in the range of brightness at each pixel.

Then we added 'noise' to account for some coins being dirtier or cleaner than other coins. In order
to simulate varying degrees of cleanliness in the images, we chose to add computer-generated noise. We
tried several different types of noise-adding techniques that are built into MATLAB - including Poisson,
Gaussian, and speckle - and decided that speckle gave the best simulation of having a cleaner or dirtier
coin.
The speckle type of noise in MATLAB adds multiplicative noise to an image, using the equation
I2= I, + n I , , where II is the original image, I2 is the resulting image, and n is uniformly distributed
random noise with mean 0 and variance v. Initially, we chose v to be a different randomly generated
number between 0 and .0025 for each image.
Finally, in order to eliminate the influence of the background on classification, we applied a
circular mask of radius 29 px (an approximation to the radius of the coin) at the center of each image. The
mask eliminated the background by changing all pixels not appearing within the mask to black.
Figure 3.5 shows three randomly chosen images of coins as they undergo the sequence of four
modifications: rotation, brightness adjustment, addition of noise, and masking.
Original

Randomly
rotated

Adjusted
brightness

Added

Masked
image

Fig. 3.5. A sample showing the effects of the four modifications

After applying these modifications to the entire training set, more parametric tests were done using
the same setup from the previous tests. Figure 3.6 shows the results of these tests.

Percent Error vs. the Number of Images Used for
Training Classifier - Modifications Added

Number sent to classifier
Number Sent to Model:

-32000
-- -.

-64000

192000

Fig. 3.6. Dependence of test error on the number of images used for training the model and
the classifier - after adding rotations, changing brightness levels, and inserting
noise.

3.3.3 Optimization of Parameters for Image Modification
After comparing the results shown in Fig. 3.3 with those shown in Fig. 3.6, one could see that the
added modifications had produced a system that was less sensitive to variations in input. Next, we
needed to optimize the effect that each of these modifications had on the ability of the system to learn the
structure of the data. In order to do this, we ran parametric tests on each of the modifications individually.
As a result of doing parametric tests, it was found the that optimal radius for masking was 30 px;
the best range for rotation was *lo degrees (from the vertical); the variance that resulted in the most
beneficial noise was .0045; and the most functional upper and lower limits, respectively, for re-mapping to
alter brightness were .25 and .75 (this corresponds to an interval length of .5). The results for these tests
can be found in Figures 3.7 through 3.10.
Parametric Tests for Optimizing Mask

Radius (px)

Fig. 3.7. Dependence of test error on the radius for masking.

30

Parametric Tests for
Optimizing Angle of Rotation

Degree of rotation

Fig. 3.8. Dependence of test error on the range of rotation angle.

Parametric Tests for
Optimizing Addition of Noise

Variance

Fig. 3.9. Dependence of test error on the noise variance.

Parametric Tests for Optimizing
Interval for Intensity Values

Length of intensity value interval

Fig. 3.10. Dependence of test error on the remapping of brightness onto an interval
centered at .5.

After all of the parameters for modifications were re-set to the values found to be optimal for each
type of modification, we ran more parametric tests to help determine the amounts of images needed to
train both the HDRNN model and the FFNN classifier. The results of a portion of these tests can be found
in Figure 3.11.
Percent Error vs. the Number of Images Used for
Training Classifier - Optimized Modifications

Number sent to classifier

Number Sent to Model:

"--7J~.28000

256000

384000

Fig. 3.1 1. Dependence of test error on the number of images used for training the model
and the classifier - after adding rotations, changing brightness levels, and
inserting noise with optimal parameter values.

3.3.4 Idea of 'Cut-orrt '
In the tests described in the previous section, the percent error does not get below 28%. This
motivated a new approach. Previously, the entire picture was reduced down to a 64 x 64 image. This kept
the whole picture, but retained a relatively low amount of information. Scaling in this manner also
resulted in the resolutions for different denominations being different.
Now, we chose a method that would use a relatively small amount of the original image, but would
retain a high resolution, i.e., a high amount of information about the original image. We decided to take a
'cut-out' out of the center of each image. These cut-outs were scaled down to 64x64 images and fed into
the system just as the fully-scaled images had been before.
Several different sizes of cut-outs were tested in order to see what resolution would produce a
feature set most conducive to maximizing the classification ability of the system. Figure 3.12 depicts nine
different sizes of cut-outs taken from the same image. The cut-out sizes in this figure ranged from 64x64
px. to 576x576 px.; all were subsequently scaled to 64x64 px images.

Fig. 3.12. Range of cut-outs from one iamge.

The results of the tests we ran for different size cut-outs (as averaged over four runs) can be seen
in Figure 3.13.

Percent Error vs. Cut-out Size
50.0%

Side length (in pixels) of square cut-out
Fig. 3.13.

Dependence of test error on the cut-out size

Figure 3.13 suggested that there was a minimum in error when the cut-out size was close to 450
px. To 'zoom in' on the vicinity of the 450 px size, we re-ran the tests, using the same parameters, but
using cut-out sizes around 450 px. The results of these tests, as averaged over two runs, are shown in
Figure 3.14. Apparently, the best error readings correspond to a cut-out of size 470 px.

Locating Minimum for Cut-out Size
35.0%
30.0%

A\

Side length (px) of square cut-out

Fig. 3.14.

Dependence of test error on the cut-out size - testing the minimum.

3.3.5 Finn1 Tests
We ran a sequence of tests that again varied the number of images sent to the model and the
number of images sent to the classifier. Figure 3.15 shows the results of three of these tests.
Percent Error vs. the Number of
Images Used for Training

Number sent to classifier

Number Sent to Model: "-128000
Fig. 3.15. Dependence of test error on the number of images used for training the model
and the classifier - after adding rotations, changing brightness, inserting noise,
and using a cut-out with optimal parameter values.

Figure 3.15 shows that, for appropriately chosen parameters, the percent error has been reduced to
2%. To appreciate the system's performance in this last set of tests, consider that randomly assigning
categories to images would lead to an average categorization error of about 75%.

We were able to train the HDRNN-FFNN system to recognize coin images with a percent error
that is an order of magnitude lower than the error that one would associate with random guessing. We
take this percent error as evidence that the HDRNN had a rich enough training set to generalize well after
a relatively small number of inputs.
Training RNNs is known to require a long training time. However, the training of the HDRNN
was accomplished in the longest of the tests in the scope of 6 hours. Ordinarily, the time this amount of
training would take would need to be measured in weeks. This reduction in the needed amount of training
time resulted from the combination of two factors. The first was our use of the TRTRL algorithm (cf. Sec.
2.7.4). It made training the HDRNN considerably less time-consuming by reducing the number of
training examples required (cf. Sec. 2.9.2). The second was the use of dual quad-core processors (cf. Sec.
3.1.2). Because of the HDRNNs natural scalability (cf. 2.9.1), it was easily implemented on multiple
processors; this reduced the time needed for training by a factor of about 8.
We created a system that was capable of reducing a 4096-dimensional input signal to 288
dimensions and still retain enough information about the original data to allow its accurate classification
by a simple linear classifier. It is worth noting that a high level of accuracy was possible despite the
presence of a significant level of noise in the data.

In this paper, we tested whether the relatively low-dimensional output of a trained HDRNN is
sufficient to discriminate between complex images. Throughout the experiments described in the paper,
the input into HDRNN is represented by a 4,096-dimentional vector. We used the upper three layers of
the output of the HDRNN - a 288-dimentional vector - to train and then test a conventional FFNN
classifier. The outcomes of the experiments discussed in this paper suggest that the concept of HDRNN
machine learning holds great promise for successfully creating a low-dimensional model of highdimensional data, even in the presence of a relatively high noise level. We interpreted our results as
proof-of-concept for the HDRNN approach to machine learning.

It is believed that the output vectors of the HDRNN span a feature space that is rich enough to
allow multiple different types of classification using the same feature vector. We would like to investigate
to what extent different classifications can be made using these feature vectors.
Due to intrinsic structural properties of certain types of data, some classifiers yield better results
than others during the classification phase. We would like to evaluate the performance of several
classifiers - including support vector machines, radial-basis function networks, principal components
analysis, and hidden Markov models - in conjunction with a fixed set of output vectors from the HDRNN
model.
False positives and false negatives are problematic in machine learning. We want to consider how
training multiple classifiers on similar types of data, and then comparing the classifications provided by
them, can be used to reduce the frequency of false classification of data.

The author would like to thank the ITT Corporation for the use of computational facilities and
resources. The author is also grateful to Justin Melvin and Boris Kunin for numerous discussions and
unwavering support.
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